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Take your career to the next level.

Explore award-winning professional programs offered by UBC Sauder Continuing Business Studies (CBS):

- Agile Leadership – Associate Certificate Program
- Business Analysis – UBC Certificate Program
- Change Management – Associate Certificate Program
- Project Management – UBC Certificate Program
- Exam and Test Preparation Courses

The UBC Sauder advantage.

Choosing UBC Sauder Continuing Business Studies will provide you with an applied learning experience, offering flexible programs that are widely recognized and respected by employers in the business community and beyond.

Flexibility is key.

UBC Sauder Continuing Business Studies professional programs are designed to meet the unique needs of busy professionals. Associate Certificates and Certificate Programs are available in-class at UBC Robson Square and 100% online.

Advance your career.

Advance your career with professional programs in project management, business analysis, change management, agile leadership, and industry certification exam preparation courses. Discover opportunities to build connections, create networks, and learn from leading industry instructors.

Andrea Jerome
UBC Certificate in Business Analysis
Supervisor, Faculty of Arts, UBC
Program Offerings

Agile Leadership
Associate Certificate Program, In-class
sauder.ubc.ca/cbs-agile

*Learn to develop, lead, and support agile teams.*

Whether your organization uses agile practices or wants to adopt this evolutionary approach, you will benefit from the knowledge and skills required to lead and support your agile team. The award-winning Associate Certificate in Agile Leadership offers in-depth training and applied learning in the most current practices, methods, and processes.

Courses are taught by certified trainers with industry experience in Scrum® and Kanban.

Business Analysis
UBC Certificate Program, 100% online
sauder.ubc.ca/cbs-ba

*Champion innovation and lead change.*

This award-winning program provides the skills to become a multi-faceted problem solver who is fluent in both business and technology strategy. Designed for individuals with experience in operations, information technology, finance, and project management who champion change within their organization.

The curriculum is aligned with industry standards set by International Institute of Business Analysis (IIBA®) in their Guide to the Business Analysis Body of Knowledge (BABOK®), and the Agile Extension to the BABOK Guide.

Change Management
Associate Certificate Program, In-class blended
sauder.ubc.ca/cbs-cm

*Build change solutions that deliver meaningful and sustainable results.*

Aligned to the ACMP Standard for Change Management®, the UBC Associate Certificate in Change Management delivers the tools and competencies required to build solutions that are practical in nature, with a focus on the people side of business, while providing meaningful and sustained results.

UBC Sauder Continuing Business Studies is a QEP™ (Qualified Education Provider) with the Association of Change Management Professionals® (ACMP®).
Project Management
UBC Certificate Program,
In-class blended or online
sauder.ubc.ca/cbs-pm

Drive projects to success.
Aligned to the PMBOK® Guide and Agile Practice Guide, this award-winning program provides you with an advanced understanding of topics such as why projects fail, leading from the middle, and practical application of agile processes and practices, while building competencies in project management. Through the program’s worked example and team-based learning approach, you will be exposed to both the theory and practical, real-life aspects of this demanding profession.

The curriculum is aligned fully to PMI’s recommended Talent Triangle™ that outlines the skills professional project managers need to draw upon to excel in the role of a project manager.

Exam Preparation Courses
In-class
sauder.ubc.ca/cbs-ep

Prepare yourself for upcoming examinations.
Available in-class, exam preparation courses will help you achieve or maintain a designation in your field of choice. Whether you’re studying for your PMP®, CSM®, CFA®, or other specialized exams, we can help ensure your success.

Our instructors are experienced educators trained in meeting the needs of all learners, and our custom-designed curriculum includes real exam questions and practice tests to prepare you thoroughly for exam day.

Visit sauder.ubc.ca/cbs-ep for course descriptions and schedules.

IIBA® and BABOK® are registered trademarks owned by International Institute of Business Analysis. PMBOK, PMI®, and PMP® are registered marks owned by the Project Management Institute, Inc.
A professional experience.

UBC Sauder is recognized as one of the top business schools in the world for business research and innovation. Meet a few of our Continuing Business Studies graduates who’ve benefited from our programs.

“After years of picking up skills while working in a startup environment, I decided to pursue formal education offered through UBC Continuing Business Studies to help fill in the gaps and strengthen my practical competencies in project management.”

Rushan Shekar, UBC Certificate in Project Management  
League Operations Manager – FIFA, Competitive Gaming  
Electronic Arts (EA)

“The most helpful aspect of the program is that each module is taught by a different project management professional with a proven track record of completing big projects on time. Their experience reinforced the course material, as each instructor could provide real-life case studies. I also appreciated the key business management ideas that were integrated into the curriculum. In essence, the course was like a mini-MBA!”

Zachary Musa, UBC Certificate in Project Management  
Project Manager  
STEMCELL Technologies

“UBC Continuing Business Studies courses gave me so much more confidence! The terminology, hands on experience, and the different instructors who shared their expertise and ‘tricks of the trade’ helped so much. As a result, I began looking at things with an open mind and ‘outside-the-box’ perspective. You can be a project manager anywhere, but using the right tools and knowledge helps.”

Janina Mooney, UBC Certificate in Project Management  
Project Manager  
Henriques Partnerships Architects

“Since completing the course, I’ve established myself as a capable Business Analyst. This has given me freedom to try ‘outside-the-box’ solutions on my projects. As the old saying goes, you need to learn the rules well, so you can break them efficiently.”

Rob Adams, UBC Certificate in Business Analysis  
Senior Business Advisor  
WorkSafe BC
How to register.

Register online at sauder.ubc.ca/cbs

Full details on program offerings and requirements and how to register are available online.

Fees.

Tuition fees vary per program and are subject to change. Visit sauder.ubc.ca/cbs for a complete list of program and certificate fees.

Contact information.

Continuing Business Studies
UBC Sauder School of Business
University of British Columbia
#650 - 800 Robson Street
Vancouver, BC
V6Z 3B7

1.604.822.1420
sauder.ubc.ca/cbs